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1. INTRO:
(piano lead over chords)
Bb Fsus Eb A (x2)

2. VERSE 1:
Bb
My God and King my strength and fortress
Fsus Eb Bb
Shepherd of my soul
Bb
My heart will sing and praise you always
Fsus Eb Bb
Shepherd of my soul

3. CHORUS:
Gm
You created all
Eb
And all shall come
Bbsus Bb F
To bow down at your feet, Jesus
Gm
You are Lord of all
Eb
And every breath
Bbsus Bb F A (2 meas.)
Declares your sovereignty

4. VERSE 2:
Bb Eb Bb
My grace and faith my past and future
Fsus Eb Bb
Shepherd of my soul
Bb Eb Bb
My here and now my loving father
Fsus Eb Bb
Shepherd of my soul

5. CHORUS:
Gm
You created all
Eb
And all shall come
Bbsus Bb F
To bow down at your feet, Jesus
Gm
You are Lord of all
Eb
And every breath
Bbsus Bb F (2 meas.)
Declares your sovereignty

6. BRIDGE x2 (Full):
Eb Gm
Worthy of it all, worthy of it all
Bb F
My heart and soul belong to you
Eb Gm
Worthy of it all worthy of it all
Bb F
My heart and soul belong to you

7. INSTRUMENTAL:
Eb Gm Bb F (x2)

8. CHORUS x2 (Chill then build):
Gm
You created all
Eb
And all shall come
Bbsus Bb F
To bow down at your feet, Jesus
Gm
You are Lord of all
Eb
And every breath
Bbsus Bb F (Chill然后Build)
Declares your sovereignty

9. BRIDGE x2:
Eb Gm
Worthy of it all, worthy of it all
Bb F
My heart and soul belong to you
Eb Gm
Worthy of it all worthy of it all
Bb F
My heart and soul belong to you

10. INSTRUMENTAL:
Eb Gm Bb F

11. BRIDGE (piano only)
Eb Gm
Worthy of it all, worthy of it all
Bb F
My heart and soul belong to you
Eb Gm
Worthy of it all worthy of it all
Bb F (End)
My heart and soul belong to you
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